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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 4976-Battles had broken out 
throughout the Chaos District. Although many powerhouses had come to 
support, the battles had broken out too quickly, and many reinforcements 
were still on the way to the Chaos District. Even if they used their Time Path 
Powers to travel, it would still take some time before they arrived. 

Although the battle in the Doom Universe was resolved, the other areas of the 
Chaos District were still struggling against the monster armies. 

“The Cloud Universe is in a critical situation!!!” 

“The Ursa Universe is in a state of emergency!” 

“The Dragon Universe has been breached!” 

“The Angels have been defeated. Their patriarch, Jethro, has died in battle.” 

News reports of the other regions of the Chaos District poured in. The 
monsters attacking had become significantly stronger, and various areas were 
in a crisis. Unfortunately, several small universes were breached almost 
instantly. The Chaos District’s situation was not optimistic. 

“Confinement.” 

James hovered above the Doom Universe. He activated the Endlos Heart, 
and it emitted a magical power. At that moment, the Chaos Distrcit’s time 
stopped. 

“Time Reversal.” 

Time slowly reverted to before the wave of monsters launched attacks on the 
Chaos District. Although time had regressed, the powerhouses that came to 
support remained in the Chaos District. 

Suddenly, the Chaos Heavenly Path appeared and stimulated the flow of time, 
returning it to its original timeline. 



“Damn it!” James’ expression darkened, knowing Zaden had interfered. “Since 
the Chaos Heavenly Path no longer protects the Chaos District, what’s the 
use of it?” 

James’ expression was cold. At that moment, he looked like a grim reaper, 
and a potent evil energy emerged from his body. 

He said coldly, “Destroy!” 

James’ voice resounded throughout the area. Immediately afterward, the 
Endlos Heart transformed into the Boundless Sword. 

Then, he slashed the Boundless Sword at the Chaos Heavenly Path. 

Suddenly, countless Elysian Inscriptions emerged to form a formation, sealing 
James within the Doom Universe. 

A terrifying force instantly fell on James. 

However, with the Boundless Sword, James was not afraid 

of the Chaos Heavenly Path. In fact, he could even control the Chaos 
Heavenly Path. 

James tried to control the Chaos Heavenly Path. However, Zaden had already 
integrated into the Chaos District. To be precise, the Chaos Heavenly Path 
was no longer a Heavenly Path. Instead, it was Zaden himself. 

Under the suppression of the Chaos Heavenly Path, James’ physical body 
was injured. 

At that moment, the other District Heavenly Paths appeared. 

The other District Heavenly Paths blessed James with their powers, allowing 
him to break the formation created by the Chaos Heavenly Path. 

Boom!!! 

The entire Chaos District heard a rumbling explosion. It was a result of James’ 
attempt to destroy the Chaos Heavenly Path. 

The Chaos Heavenly Path was unable to resist the nine District Heavenly 
Paths. Its Elysian Inscriptions began to disintegrate and vanish. 



After the Chaos Heavenly Path was destroyed, the Heavenly Paths of the 
universes in the Chaos District began to collapse. 

These universes’ Heavenly Path could no longer maintain order, and they fell 
into chaos. A few plants began to mutate and gain consciousness. At the 
same time, several weaker living beings instantly gained monstrous strength. 
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Heavenly Path were gone, a few powerhouses became bolder with their 
ambitions. 

The evil desires of their hearts were magnified instantly. 

The destruction of the Chaos Heavenly Path came with pros and cons. 

James could freely control everything in the Chaos District, but the Chaos 
District would become chaotic. 

A few powerhouses dead for countless eons would suddenly return to life. The 
timeline of the Chaos District would get messed up, and historical events 
would overlap with the current era. 

However, James could not be bothered with these consequences since he 
had to save the Chaos District. 

After he destroyed the Chaos Heavenly Path, he turned back time to before 
monsters attacked the Chaos District. As time regressed, the memories of the 
living beings also changed. Only a few were not affected by James’ power. 

Meanwhile, somewhere in the Chaos District was a Rune Land where District 
Elysian Inscriptions had gathered. 

The District Elysian Inscriptions were fragmented, and a figure could be 
vaguely seen among them. 

“Are you alright, Father?” Xezal looked at him anxiously. 

“It’s nothing serious.” A voice came from the shattered inscriptions. 

“I didn’t expect Emperor Raiah to have prepared a backup plan. The Endlos 
Heart he had given to me was fake. James has the real Endlos Heart. The 
fake Endlos Heart can only borrow the power of the Ten Districts’ Heavenly 



Paths, whereas the real Endlos Heart can control the Ten Districts’ Heavenly 
Paths. 

Xezal asked, “What should we do now, Father?” 

The fragmented inscriptions gathered together to form a middle-aged man. 

The middle-aged man said solemnly, “James’ interference is indeed a 
problem I didn’t expect. Now that he has destroyed the Chaos Heavenly Path, 
our next step will be very hard. We can only wait for the formation around the 
Chaos District to be activated. Then, Mekaisto will have his hands freed and 
can deal with James. Then, I’ll use the opportunity to absorb more energy.” 

After speaking, the middle-aged man disintegrated back into Elysian 
Inscriptions. 

The Chaos District had gone back in time, and everyone who had died in 
battle was resurrected. However, James’ actions came with significant 
consequences. 

Terrifying Karma Power had enveloped his whole body. Even though he was 
powerful, his body was constantly injured by karma’s destructive power. 

Thea appeared and saw James covered in blood. He had a miserable and 
distressed look on his face. She said, “You’ve taken great measures to save 
the Chaos District, but your actions have terrifying consequences. Was it 
really worth it?” 

James said firmly, “Yes. The Chaos District is my home. It will not be 
destroyed as long as I’m still standing.” 

Emperor Raiah established the Ten Districts and created the District Heavenly 
Paths with the Endlos Heart. Although the Chaos Heavenly Path had been 
destroyed, James could easily create a new Chaos Heavenly Path with the 
Endlos Heart after he got rid of Xezal, Zaden, and the Extraterrestrial 
Demons. 

The battle was temporarily over. 

Mekaisto, who was hiding in the dark, smiled faintly and murmured, “I wasn’t 
expecting James to be so capable. He even destroyed the Chaos Heavenly 
Path. As expected from the Endlos Heart that Emperor Raiah left behind.” 



The current situation did not impact Mekaisto since the formation was about to 
be completed. He stood on an altar and performed a ritual. Countless 
mysterious sigils emerged from his palms and disappeared into the void. 

At that moment, a powerful formation was activated. 

“Haha. Have a taste of the Ten Thousand Demon Formation, James.” His 
laughter resounded through the Chaos District. 

James heard his voice and sensed the activation of a terrifying formation. 
Immediately afterward, a powerful force emerged. 

‘This is bad!” James’ expression changed. 
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Heavenly Path caused all the Universe Heavenly Paths of the Chaos Districts 
to collapse. Everything in the Chaos District was no longer restrained by 
order. Day and night were reversed, and it was difficult to tell the time. 

The Chaos District was out of order, and abnormal phenomenons began to 
occur in all the different universes. 

Now that the Ten Thousand Demon Formation was fully activated, a terrifying 
force began to sweep the Chaos District. 

James frowned after sensing the formation’s power. 

He immediately realized why Mekaisto had yet to show up. It was because he 
was secretly activating the formation. 

James casually waved his hand and cast a Supernatural Power. He 
immediately gathered the powerhouses from the Heavenly Court scattered all 
over the Chaos District before him. 

Thea immediately asked, “What’s going on, James?” 

James said solemnly, “We fell into their trap. The Ten Thousand Demon 
Formation is Mekaisto’s ultimate trump card to sacrifice the Chaos District. It’s 
useless for you guys to stay in the Chaos District now.” 

‘Til have to kill Mekaisto and break the Ten Thousand 

Demon Formation.” 



James waved his hand and used his potent powers to forcefully send away 
the Heavenly Court’s powerhouses. The next moment, they had returned to 
the Human Universe. 

Even though the Ten Thousand Demon Formation was powerful, James could 
teleport a few people away. 

Although he could send the Heavenly Court’s powerhouses out of the 
formation, it was impossible for him to send all the living beings in the Chaos 
District to safety. His only choice was to end the battle quickly. 

Even if the Chaos District were to be shattered, he could use the Endlos Heart 
to restore it and resurrect everyone who had died. 

Swoosh! 

A figure appeared before him. 

The Extraterrestrial Demons’ Second Commander, Mekaisto, had finally 
shown himself. 

Mekaisto wore a black robe and had long black hair. He was rather handsome 
but radiated an evil energy. He smiled menacingly at James after appearing. 

James stared at Mekaistor and asked, “What benefits have Xezal given you? 
Why are you helping her? Why are you helping Zaden cultivate such an evil 
Supernatural Power?” 

Mekaisto smiled and replied, “I don’t mind telling you. Zaden is cultivating a 
powerful cultivation method that originates from our kind. Before I was sealed, 
I had already made a 

deal with him. I handed him the cultivation method so that he would help me 
escape.” 

“That’s all?” James was in disbelief. 

Mekaisto said calmly, “Of course, there’s more to it. 

However, you won’t have the chance to know the truth.” 

James looked at him disdainfully and said, “You’re no match for me. If you 
were in your prime, I would be wary. However, you’ve been sealed away for 



so long, and your strength has been significantly weakened. You don’t even 
have one-tenth of your strength left.” 

“I don’t need one-tenth of my strength to suppress and kill you.” 

Mekaisto was confident. He was the Extraterrestrial Demons ‘ Second 
Commander. During Emperor Raiah’s era, Emperor Raiah was the only one 
capable of suppressing him. Even the powerful Sword Demon and Rune Arts 
Grandmaster were no match for him. Therefore, he was confident in trouncing 
James despite only having less than one-tenth of his strength. 

James’ whole body bloomed with three dazzling halos, and the powers of 
various Paths of heaven and earth shielded him. He summoned the Chaos 
Sword and infused the power of the Ten Path Techniques into the sword. At 
that moment, his aura was potent. Even though his opponent was the 
Extraterrestrial Demons’ Second Commander, he was fearless. 

He pointed the Chaos Sword at Mekaisto and said confidently, “I’ll kill you, 
then get rid of Zaden.” 

Xezal had been paying attention to James’ every move. After seeing him 
about to fight Mekaisto, she became anxious. 

“Father, between James and Mekaisto, who do you think is stronger?” asked 
Xezal. 
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and chaotic Elysian Inscriptions surrounding her. 

“I can’t say for sure. Mekaisto was very powerful in the past. Even now, he’s 
still terrifyingly strong. Hardly anyone in the Endlos’ Ten Districts can fight 
him. 

“However, James is unpredictable. I’m not sure who’s stronger, but it doesn’t 
matter. The Ten Thousand Demon Formation is already activated and will 
continuously 

consume the Chaos District, slowly increasing my strength. 

“It doesn’t matter who wins. They will both lose. When I come out of seclusion, 
neither will stand a chance against me.” 



Zaden already had a general idea of how things would proceed. The 
Extraterrestrial Demon’s Second Commander, Mekaisto, was merely a 
sacrificial pawn in his plan. 

“You’re so smart, Father.” 

Mekaisto and James stared at each other in the Doom Universe’s starry skies. 

James wielded the Chaos Sword and emitted a terrifying aura. 

Mekaisto had his hands behind his back and said calmly,” Go ahead and 
make your move, James. I’d like to see how 

profound you are in the Tenfold Realms Transcendent Art created by Emperor 
Raiah. 

“As you wish.” James pointed his sword at Mekaisto, and several Sword 
Energies materialized. 

Immediately afterward, James flashed in front of Mekaisto. 

Mekaisto was immediately surrounded by several of James’ clones. Shortly 
after, a terrifying Sword World had formed and trapped Mekaisto. Then, 
several Sonic Sword Energies swept toward him. 

Mekaisto stood in the center of the Sword World with his hands behind his 
back. Suddenly, black energy emerged from his body and gathered into a light 
circle around his body. 

Boom!!! 

Explosions happened consecutively in the Sword World. 

James had reached the Omniscience Path’s Eleventh Rank and the Chaos 
Rank. With the addition of the Ten Path Techniques, his strength was 
terrifying. As a result, the Sword Worlds he formed were potent. 

Despite that, the Sword World’s crushing power and Sword Energies could 
not break Mekaisto’s protective barrier. 

“You’re too weak.” A monotone voice came from the Sword World. 



Mekaisto raised his hand and gently touched the space within the Sword 
World. 

Boom!!! 

The Sword World and Sword Energies exploded. 

The entire Doom Universe was destroyed, killing all its living beings. 

Xezal watched everything from the dark. She frowned and said, “How is 
Mekaisto so strong? James is already in his strongest state. He had activated 
the Omniscience Path’s Eleventh Rank and entered the Chaos Rank. 
Moreover, he has cultivated the Ten Path Techniques. Yet, Mekaisto so easily 
destroyed his Sword World. 

“Of course. He’s the Extraterrestrial Demons’ Second Commander, after all. 
Back then, his strength was only below his Great Commander and Emperor 
Raiah. Even Emperor Raiah would have to go all out to defeat Mekaisto in his 
prime. Even though James had obtained Emperor Raiah’s inheritance, he’s 
only at the early stage of the Chaos 11 limita Rank. Despite only having less 
than one-tenth of his strength left, it’s more than enough to suppress James.” 

“Father, if James dies, will you be able to suppress Mekaisto after leaving 
seclusion?” 

Xezal was worried her father would not be able to overpower Mekaisto. 

Zaden fell silent. After a while, he said, “I’m not confident, so I’m depending on 
James to severely injure Mekaisto. If I can’t get rid of Mekaisto, I’ll have no 
choice but to uphold our agreement and coexist with him.” 
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launched a counterattack against the Extraterrestrial Demons, Mekaisto knew 
his side would be defeated. Despite that, he had a mission to complete and 
could not evacuate. 

When Emperor Raiah began to fight back, he approached Zaden, who was 
still relatively weak. He felt that within the Endlos, Zaden would be the most 
useful to him. 

Cooperating with Zaden would be the safest option. Even though there were 
some risks, he still chose to join hands with Zaden. 



He gave Zaden a Forbidden Art to cultivate. However, he held back some 
information and did not give Zaden the last part of the Forbidden Art. He made 
a deal to hand it to Zaden only after he was released from the Chaos Tablet. 
Fortunately, his plan was successful, and Zaden did indeed rescue him. 

They had already devised a plan when making their deal. They predicted 
Emperor Raiah would leave the Endlos, so they had made preparations in 
advance. They planned to sacrifice a district so that Zaden’s Supernatural 
Power could be perfected. Then, Zaden would take control of the Endlos’ Nine 
Districts, whereas he would leave for the Dark World and take control as the 
Dark Lord. 

Mekaisto’s goal for becoming the Dark Load was to prepare for the 
Extraterrestrial Demon’s subsequent invasion. 

This was what Zaden meant by coexisting with Mekaisto. 

However, Zaden had other ideas in mind. It would be best if Mekaisto killed 
James. However, if James were to survive and kill Mekaisto, he would take 
action and kill him. 

If Mekaisto successfully eliminated James, Zaden planned to take action 
against Mekaisto to test his strength. 

Supposing he had the power to kill Mekaisto, he would do so. Otherwise, he 
would let Mekaisto enter the Dark World to become the Dark Lord. 

On the battlefield, Mekaisto quickly broke through James’ Sword World. 

“The Ten Path Techniques are indeed powerful.” 

Mekaisto said calmly, “You’re only at the early stage of the Chaos IIIimita 
Rank but are incredibly powerful with the Ten Path Techniques. It’s a pity your 
cultivation rank is lacking. If you were already at the Chaos Completare Rank, 
I might not be a match for you. Today will be the day you die. I’ll devour you 
and use your Thousand Paths Holy Body to restore my strength.” 

Even though James had displayed terrifying strength, Mekaisto was not afraid. 
He slowly approached James, step by step. 



He walked very slowly, and with each step he took, a magical force would 
spread out. His pace gradually quickened, and he appeared in front of James 
instantly. 

James could see the trajectory of him approaching, as well as sense his aura, 
but he was unable to react. He watched as Mekaisto’s palm slowly inched 
toward him. 

Suddenly, James recomposed and cast the Blithe Omniscience to escape. 
However, the space in the area was sealed by a mysterious power. He could 
not avoid the attack and had no choice but to raise his hand to block the 
attack. 

Boom! 

Their palms clashed. 

A black aura snaked up James’ arm, crippling his arm. The injuries kept 
spreading, slowly approaching his torso. 

James’ was startled. He quickly summoned the Ten Path Technique’s powers 
to neutralize the black aura. At the same time, he put some distance between 
him and Mekaisto. 

Mekaisto did not chase after him. He simply floated in the voice, watching the 
injured James with amusement. 

When James appeared in the distance, his arm had already recovered. He 
was horrified by Mekaisto’s strength. 

 

 


